CALL FOR PAPERS

UWOJA (formerly “TOTEM”) is a peer-reviewed, student-run journal of anthropology published annually in association with the Anthropology Society and the Department of Anthropology at The University of Western Ontario. Since 2010/2011, UWOJA has been published online through Weldon Library Services and the Scholarship@Western program, making the journal accessible to a global audience.

UWOJA’s mandate is to publish exceptional works of creative and original research by undergraduate and graduate students in any of the four sub-fields of anthropology including socio-cultural anthropology, archaeology, physical anthropology, and linguistics. UWOJA is dedicated to providing a forum for undergraduates and graduate students in anthropology to present and discuss their work with their peers. Due to anthropology’s interdisciplinary nature, we invite students from other disciplines and institutions to submit papers of value or interest to anthropology and anthropologists. Be a part of the 24th volume and submit your papers!

Guidelines for Paper Submissions

- Deadline for paper submissions for the 2015/2016 edition of UWOJA is **January 15th 2016**

- Papers can be submitted directly to the UWOJA online submission system found on the website: [http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/totem](http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/totem). Click on the “Submit Article” button found on the home page and follow the instructions.

- Complete guidelines and details regarding paper submissions and other FAQs can also be found on the UWOJA website. Please refer to this important information prior to submission.

Questions? - Please contact the Editors for 2015/2016: Jordon Munizzi & Paulina Johnson - uwojajournal@gmail.com